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The following is a list of significant community topics/issues addressed via our broadcast programming during the above noted calendar quarter. 
We are a nonprofit public service media company and primarily air educational and informative programming from a variety of sources and not all programs are listed here.
The order of items presented does not denote significance of issues discussed.
Where appropriate, the same program episode may be listed under multiple categories, where individual segments addressed different issues of local concern.

PROGRAM DATE TIME LENGTH DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT

Daily Alaska News Alaska News
Nightly

Monday-
Friday 6:00pm 30 Daily news program with stories of significance from around the state of Alaska.  Contributors are

from the State's 26 NPR member radio stations

Two specialists
discuss the diagnosis
and treatment of
Diabetes.

Line One, Your
Health
Connection

8-Jan
10:00am
rpt
8:00pm

60

The CDC has reported that more than 100 million Americans are now living with diabetes or
prediabetes, and these numbers continue to rise. While some people are born with type 1
diabetes, 95% of those affected have adult onset, or type 2 diabetes. Join me, Host Dr Justin
Clark for Line One, when we discuss the diagnosis and treatment of diabetes.

Can you really usher
in the new year with a
“new me?” Let’s dive
into the science of
change.

Line One, Your
Health
Connection

15-Jan
10:00am
rpt
8:00pm

60

Is it true that “a leopard can’t change his spots?” Is the best predictor of future behavior, past
behavior? Are we, as human beings capable of changing bad habits and altering unhealthy
patterns of behavior? Are we just fooling ourselves when we set out to change things about
ourselves that we do not like? Host Prentiss Pemberton discusses what the latest research tells
us about the human capacity for change.

Pediatric blindness is
incredibly common in
Alaska. Here’s how
you can help your
child.

Line One, Your
Health
Connection

26-Feb
10:00am
rpt
8:00pm

60

Has your child had their first vision screening check? Are they seeing clearly in 2020? Pediatric
blindness is particularly common in Alaska- one cause was discovered two decades ago and the
other was just reported this month.  Of all races and ethnicities Alaska Natives are most prone to
retinopathy of prematurity, which is a cause of blindness. Let’s find out what we need to know to
care for and protect our children’s vision.

Still have questions
about coronavirus?
Two doctors are here
to help.

Line One, Your
Health
Connection

25-Mar
10:00am
rpt
8:00pm

60

Coronavirus is a family of viruses that infect animals, some viruses in this family have spread to
humans from animals. Covid-19 is just one type of Coronavirus, and perhaps has more than one
mutant strain. Let’s gain an understanding on how our medical community is prepared to treat
and prevent this virus. Join, Dr. Jillian Woodruff live with your questions.

Homelessness
services are working
to keep Alaskans
sheltered as statewide
cold snap continues

Talk of Alaska 21-Jan
10:00am
rpt
8:00pm

60

Alaska can be a harsh environment, especially for those who are homeless. The recent, severe
cold weather has turned difficult conditions into life threatening ones. Many shelters across the
state are at max capacity. How are shelter managers and others who work to end homelessness
grappling with extreme need for those who are most vulnerable during this extended cold snap?
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It’ll take more than
money to bring the
Alaska Marine Highway
back to life

Talk of Alaska 25-Feb
10:00am
rpt
8:00pm

60

For decades, the marine highway system was the main transportation option for southeast Alaska
residents, tourists and local business. But the ferry system is completely offline right now, with
residents facing empty shelves and upended plans. Temporary contractors may help in the short
term, but what will it cost Alaskans and what’s the long term solution? We’ll discuss ideas to fix
the ferry system on the next Talk of Alaska.

Congress put together
a $2 trillion relief
package. What
happens next?

Talk of Alaska 31-Mar
10:00am
rpt
8:00pm

60

The global economy is being hammered by the effects of widespread illness and business
closures due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Congress has put together the largest financial relief
package in history. Will it be enough to blunt the economic decline in the U.S? And what will it
mean for Alaska’s economy and workers? We’ll discuss the $2 trillion CARES Act on the next
Talk of Alaska.


